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mgp scooters are very popular among teenagers. What is the reason behind such huge popularity?
MGP stands for Madd Gear Pro. It is a company that manufactures some of the most unique two
wheeler scooties for kids and teenagers. These are light weight scooters with superior performance
which makes them appropriate for anytime usage. The are also reasonable in price which makes it
all the more popular among kids.  

Madd Gear Pro is an automobile brand that has been in the market for more than 10 years. With its
base in Australia, it has now spread to other parts of the world, especially UK. Their latest mgp nitro
based bikes have become a rage among teenagers. With more speed and higher efficiency level,
they have become the most common two-wheeler to perform stunts with. In fact, a lot of movie stunt
scenes are performed with Madd Gear Pro nitro scooters.

MGP two wheelers are available in different styles and type. There is the MGP mini scooty which is
ideal for 5 year old kids. Priced at Â£70 approximately, the scooty weighs 35 kg. It features some
finest quality MGP wheels but it does not have the concave deck, which is one of the unique
features of Madd Gear Pro two-wheeler. Every other MGP two-wheeler has a 4â€• concave deck
feature which enhances the riding experience with extra comfort and easy controlling option.
Presence of BAMF slide flex braking system and KRUNK forged forks makes the scooty tougher
and more reliable. The Madd Gear Pro Nitro is priced around Â£200 which makes it the best two-
wheeler of MGP till date. It is fitted with KRUNK cromoly bat wing handlebars and blade core wheels
(100mm) with KRUNK K-2 bearings, that makes it the most popular version of Madd Gear Pro Nitro.
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For more information on a mgp nitro, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a mgp scooters!
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